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	It was 6 AM and the New Orleans Hilton lobby was dotted with young neurologists in suits wandering aimlessly, many mumbling to themselves, all with the eyes of a rough night on call. This was the morning of my Oral Board examination. Despite three years as a neurology resident, additional time as a fellow, and the experience of having performed probably more than 1000 neurological examinations by this time, I was deathly afraid of what this day would bring. The exam organizers had met with us the day before and given the overwhelming message to “RELAX. ” Certainly, this is sound advice prior to any examination, but the requisite for passing is kn- ing the material. This requires preparation, as well as practice. An excellent first step is to use Eroboghene Ubogu’s Neurology Oral Boards Review in the months before you begin studying for the Boards in earnest. A quick read will provide an internal assessment of your strengths and weaknesses, which should guide the study plan. The major neurology textbooks, which anyone sitting for the Boards should already have in their possession, should be studied. Finding a senior faculty member to quiz you is very helpful. There is no substitute for finding one of your former re- dency supervisors or a senior colleague in your group practice to perform a simulated Oral Board session.
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Making Your Own TelescopeDover Publications, 2003
Complete, detailed instructions and numerous diagrams for constructing a do-it-yourself telescope. No complicated mathematics are involved, and no prior knowledge of optics or astronomy is needed to follow the text's step-by-step directions. Contents cover, among other topics, materials and equipment; tube parts and alignment; eyepieces, and...
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Creating Flash Widgets with Flash CS4 and ActionScript 3.0 (FirstPress)Apress, 2008
If you are a Flash designer or developer and are not making widgets, you’re missing out! Creating widgets is a lot of fun and also a great way to make yourself known as a Flash developer. This book shows you how to create Flash widgets with some of the new features introduced in Flash CS4 and ActionScript 3.0. It also shows you how easy it is...
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Mac OS X Leopard For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
"…the book admirably teaches a useful range of keyboard short cuts…a good introduction to the Mac." (Mac User, February 2008)    

   Mac OS X Leopard is the new cat in town, and wait until you see all the tricks it can do! Whether you’re new to the Mac or a longtime Mac-thusiast,...
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Association Rule Mining: Models and Algorithms (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2002

	Due to the popularity of knowledge discovery and data mining, in practice as well as among academic and corporate R&D professionals, association rule mining is receiving increasing attention.

	The authors present the recent progress achieved in mining quantitative association rules, causal rules, exceptional rules, negative...
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Plastic Analysis and Design of Steel StructuresButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Simple introduction to plastic analysis of complex steel structures     

       The plastic analysis method has been used extensively by engineers for designing steel structures. Simpler structures can be analyzed using the basic virtual work formulation, but more complex frames are evaluated with specialist computer software. This new...
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HTML5 and CSS: CompleteCengage Learning, 2012

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. We are

	proud that our previous HTML books have been so well received. With each new edition of

	our HTML books, we have made significant improvements based on the comments made

	by instructors and students. The HTML5 and CSS, Seventh Edition books...
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